OfficeSafe™

Keep your technology safe & sound with automated backups

With all of the challenges facing technology management today, regular backups are required to minimize risk. OfficeSafe is designed to facilitate automated backups of your Allworx data and application files for all of your locations.

Support for Multiple Network Interfaces

If you have multiple Allworx systems, OfficeSafe allows you to schedule backups of each and every server independently, at the time convenient for each site, and be notified when each is complete. OfficeSafe can receive backups over any network interface connected to the server at any time without an application restart, so backups can be easily managed from a central location.

No License Keys

Allworx is constantly striving to improve service for its customers, and to increase system usability and efficiency. To streamline management for our customers, OfficeSafe allows an unlimited number of servers to be backed up and up to 10 simultaneous backups to be performed without license keys.

Call us at 1-866-ALLWORX and we’ll help you select the right solution for your business.
OfficeSafe Screens

- There is no limit to the number of Allworx servers you can back up. Each server is displayed in an easy to view column and details of each backup are easily visible.

- For maximum efficiency, backup up to 10 Allworx servers simultaneously — and monitor the progress of each one in real time. The activity log shows you each successful backup for easy monitoring.

- Choose between a full or incremental backup. Every server’s entire database is backed up completely when the first backup is performed. Thereafter you can choose incremental updates for database changes since the last backup for expediency or a new full backup. Adjustable settings allow it to be customized to suit your needs.

- A history is always maintained with filters for easy sorting. Now, you can see specific servers, date ranges, and errors using a simple filter tool. OfficeSafe is great for managing a large number of Allworx servers on a regular basis in any multi-site or multiple location application, or just a routine automated backup of a single location.

Call us at 1-866-ALLWORX and we’ll help you select the right solution for your business.